
Please refer to last year's Kurs-PM for further information.Course literatureNorman L. Biggs, Disrete Mathematis, Oxford Siene PubliationsORRalph P. Grimaldi, Disrete and Combinatorial Mathematis, Addison Wes-leyObs! Purhase of one or other ourse book is highly reommended. Thereason for listing two is as follows : Biggs book has been used in previousyears. There has, however, been a good deal of student ritiism of the bookas not ontaining enough worked examples or exerises. Hene, I deided tohange to Grimaldi's book, whih does not su�er from the same de�ienies,I believe. Problem is, due to a bureaurati meltdown, Biggs book has beenordered in by Cremona anyway.Hene, what I will do is formally follow Biggs, but hand out opies ofor post on the homepage material from Grimaldi's book whih I onsiderhelpful (subjet to opyright restritions), for those of you who buy Biggs.And for those who buy Grimaldi (whih you'll have to sort out yourself), Iwill post on the homepage the exerises I do from Biggs at lektioner.Course ontentThe term `Disrete Mathematis' overs a broad spetrum of mathematis.In this ourse I will give an introdution to several topis whih I hope rep-resent a good ross-setion of this spetrum - time permitting. Topis to beovered inlude :1. Counting tehniques (enumerative ombinatoris) - hapters 9,10,11,12,19,25in Biggs.2. Graph theory - hapters 15,16,17,18.3. Relations, modular arithmeti, RSA enryption - this material is onlypartly overed in Biggs, mostly hapters 8 and 13. Otherwise, refer to yourleture notes4 (If we have time, whih is unlikely !). Error orreting odes - hapter 24.Note that the hapter numbers refer to the latest edition of the book. Toonvert to the previous edition subtrat 7 from eah hapter number.1



ExaminationThe examination will onsist of three homework exerises and a �nal writtenexam. Approximately one-third of the ourse points will be given for thehomework and two-thirds for the exam. Eah homework exerise will alsoinlude one or two, perhaps more diÆult, `bonus problems', whih givebonus points amounting to about 10 perent of the total.In order to pass the ourse, you need to ahieve (i) a minimum overallgrade of 50 perent (ii) a minimum grade of 40 perent on the exam.The exam will onsist of a number of problems to solve - you will not beasked to reite proofs of theorems in the leture notes or the text book.These problems will be of a similar nature to material overed in the lek-tioner and in the easier homework exerises.Obs! The material on the home page for last year's ourse gives a goodindiation of what you an also expet this time round.
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